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Fiscal Court
Holds Busy
Session

County Has Several
District Winners
The Purchase District Junior
4-41 Rally was held at Calloway
County -High School Saturday.
Those counties participating were:
Graves, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard, Mecracken, Livingston, Marshall and Calloway.
District winners from Calloway
County included; Judy Kelso, Lynn
Grove, in Dairy Foods demonstrations; Nona Bartell, Kirksey, Bread
Demonstration; Ellen Watson,
Lynn Grove; 'Corn Meal Demonstration. Kathleen Madrey, Murray in General Demonstrations.
Mark Pierce and Jimmy Harold,
Kirksey, Team General Demonetrataons. William Ross, Kirksey, Individual Electrical Demonstration.
Others participating and ribbons
won; Gail Smith, Kirksey, Blue
ribbon on Sewing Demonstration.
Paulette Farris, New Concord,
Blue ribbon on Girl's Speech.
Keith Burton, Murray, Blue ribbon in Boy's General Demonetration and Bobby Dodd Faxon, Blue
ribbon in Boy's Speech.
Robert 0. Miller, County Judge,
welcomed the 4-H Club members,
their Parente and 'eiders to r,4loway county. Mrs. Sherwood Potts,
Kirksey helped with the registration.
Max Hurt, Kirksey and Rob
Gingles, Murray judged the Speech
event.

Judy Cooper
Selected For
irt Program

College High FFA
2nd In Soil Contest
Murray College High FFA placed
second in the recent Purchase District FFA Soil Judging contest.
Trigg County placed first. Members of the College High team
were Ken Keel, Don Oliver, Danny Kemp and By Evans, alternate. Ken Keel was the second
high judge in the contest_
There were 68 boys front 17
sellouts in this contest. The event
was held on the John Parks farm
in Graves County. The event was
open only to boys enrolled in a
program of soil study. Robert
Brosvn, local soil conservation
supervisor, assisted the College
High teams in preparation for the
contest
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Rotary Club
Ladies Night
On Thursday

levival In Progress
rIentecostal Church

Salvation Army Truck
To Pickup Tomorrow

Presbyterian Men's
Club Meet Wednesday

I
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76 Million Dollars Would Be Saved By Two
Local Scientists On Fallout Shelter Survey
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Lions Club To
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the type that is grown in Calloway County and also in European
countries.
The first report made by Ellis,
Mayor of the City of Murray, vies;
writtened from Paris. Frances.
His report today in the form of a
letter to James C. Williams, editor
and publisher of the Ledger &
Times, is sent from Madrid.
The delegation of tobacco officials will leave Rome this afternoon and arrive in Brussels
at 7:00 p.m.
Mr. James Williams
Editor
Ledger & Times
MURRAY, Kentucky
U.S.A.

Rause G. Humphreys, age 89,
Miss Judy Anne Cooper, student
died Monday at 3:50 p. m. after
at
Murray
High
School,
has
been
•
an dines at two weeks.
selected to participate in The
The Calloway County Fiscal
He is survived by one daughter.
Ohio
State
University's
1902
Sumourt convened this morning for
Mrs. Lucille Taylor, one son, Paul
mer
Center
of
Communicative
a busy session that is expected
Humphreys, 414 South 12th.; one
Arts. She is the daughter of Mr.
o last throughout the day.
sister. Mrs. Molly Paschall of
Julius
and
Mrs.
Cooper,
Route 4,
Paschall Oil Company was the
Hazel, and one grandson, Kenny
Murray, Ky. Mrs. Martha Carter,
successful bidder on gasoline and
HuMplireyis of Murray.
Speech and Drama Coach at Muroil for the county. The company
Mr. Iltinvphreys was a member
ray High School recommended
bid 14.4 cents per gallon on the
of the Sinking . Spring Baptist
Judy Ann for this program which
95 ,ietane or better gasoline, 12.1
Church where funeral services will
is in its third year in offering
per gallon on fuel oil No. 2, plus
be held Rev. M. M. Hampton
college training for high school
all applicable taxes with a miniiand Bro. Jack London will constudents.
mum delivery of 3,000 combined
duct the rites Wednesday at 2:00
The OSU Summer Center of
gallons.
p. m. Burial will be in the church
Communicative
Arts
is
designed
furnish
at
company
will
The
cemetery.
THE HARD WAY — Nearly
to teach and to give practical
no extra charge two each electric
Active pallbearers are James
three months after Ivan
Dear .Mr. Williams,
to
experience
in
speech
activities
one
pumps,
computstor gasoline
Underwood, Caswell Humphreys,
Malinowsky was shot In the
The Murray Weary Club's anselected advanced high school
Revival services are now in Charlie Hutnphreys, [Ahern Paseach 34 h. p. 30 gallon air comSince my last letter mentioning
right thigh, s111 geons in
nual ladies night will be held
students. In addition to personal progress at the Chestnut Street chall. Dewey eemotherrnan, and
pressor, and one each 125 gallon
Increased sales of tobacco to Ho'- Washington, DC., removed
at
Kenlake
Hotel
Thursday
evenrecommendations,
Tabernacle
Pentecostal
the
academic
Church
of
tank and hand pump for pickup
Owen West. Honorary pallbearers
the same bullet from his
ing at 6:30 o'clock. This will be land, we have visited France ale
standing of applicants is con- God on the corner of Chestnut are Bethel Orr and Orbie Jones.
truck service to equipment.
Switzerland and are„now in_Spain
____Mart. Hi still suffers pain
thireseeightli limeys-1 San y prosidered
for
admission.
and
:Cherry
lo addition the aueceeeful -bidFriends may call at the J. H.
front his chest Incision, but
Generally speaking Europe is
gram
of
the
local
club
which
was
Judy
Ann
and
The
evangelist
the other high
is Rev. Eddie Churchill Funeral Home which
der has agreed to supply f. o. b.
otherwise Is well. Doctors
enjoying a very strong economy
founded
in
1924.
school participants will follow a Peach of Mt. Carmel, Illinois. Ile has charge of arrangements.
Fulton. one used two-compartment
said the bullet used the feThe featured speaker will be with economic growth of 4 to 9';
schedule apprepriate for a col- is presenting the gospel in ser8,000 gallon tank consisting of
moral vein as an express
Dr.
Henry Franklin Paschall, pas- annuallp, compared to approxlege student in General Conwouni- mon and song. Services; begin each
one 3,0N) gallon compartment and
elevator to his heart.
tor
of
the First Baptist Church in imately 3% in the United States.
cation, Theatre, Speech and Hear- night at 7:30 o'clock.
one 5.000 gallon compartment,
There is no unemployment in
Nashville.
Tennessee, Dr. Paschall
ing Science, Dance, Radio-TeleRev. Harry Myers, pastor of the
press-ewe tested and charted for
will speak on the, "Three Levels Holland or Switzerland and workvision, or Debate. There are two church, invites the public to atthe amount of $600.
ers are imported from Italy in
of Life."
programs: a three-week course tend these services.
Pewhall Oil also will install the
Max B. Hurt will be toastmaster substantial numbers and are paid
beginning
June
17
and
July
8,
and
The
Salvation
Army
truck
from
with
compressor
and
air
tank
for the program and the invoca- the prevailing wages of the country
NEW UNIFORMS
a combined six-week course, runthe Men's Social Service Center
the county furnishing the necestion will be given by Rev, Walter concerned. There is much conning
from
June
17
to
July
28.
in
maMemphis
will
be
in
Murray
electrical
sary pipe, fittings,
Mischke. The welcome to the "Ro- struction underway, apartments,
Frankfort,
Ky..
Summer
uniInterested
students
ahould
write
Wednesday
for
its
regular
monthfor
the
terials, the excavation
53
Census — Adult
tary Anne" will be given by Presi- office buildings, super highways,
forms
have
been
delivered
to
all
for
information
or
applications
to
ly
pick-up.
tank, and back fill work.
6
Census — Nursery
dent Thomas Hogancamp. Mrs. and municipal improvements are
Robert J. Kibler, Director, C. C. conservation officers and are t
Old clothing, papers and other
Mns. John Paso, chairman of
65
Adult Beds
Club ot College Pres- C. A., The Department of Speech, be worn by these officers unless
Men's
The
Joseph
G. Fowler will give the observed.
Library
articles will be accepted by the
Murray - Calloway
the
Though the standard of living
12
Emergency Beds ........
Church will hold a sup- 154 North Oval Drive, The Ohio they are on special assignment center Anyone wishing to donate
byterian
Rotary
Ann
reeponse.
Board, appeared before the court
3
is still substantially below that of
Patients admitted
meeting in the Fellowship ;State University, Columbus 10, where uniforms would hamper an
per
Robert
Perry
will
lead
in
the
article for pickup should call
and made the board's annual re(I
Patients dismised
Hall of the Church Wednesday,'Ohio.
singing of "America" with Mrs. the United States, the difference
carrying met their duties.
the Ledger & Times, PL 3-1916.
port. A final payment of $1,000
......
3
New Citizens
6:30 o'clock.
May
9,
at
Roy' Fanner as pianist. "Reminis- is much less than in 1956.
to the board for this fiscal year
We visited the officials of the
Patients admitted irons Wednee• cing With our Rotary Anns" will
Dr. Lee Dew, Dr. Edward Brunwe; approved.
day 11:45 a.m. to Friday 10:30 a.m. be sung by Mrs. Iloward Ohla, French Tobacco Monopoly in Paris
ner and Jack Davenport have
A resolution is slated to be passMrs_ Garth Petrie . and twin Mrs. Glenn Doran, and Mrs. Joe where reports were less favorable
served as contact committee for
ed by the court today approving
baby girls. College Court; Clifford Dick. The accompanist will be than in Holland. However the
the occasion, and the supper comconveyance of certain school proGITANES cigarette which carries
Baker. 600 Poplar, Benton: Mrs, Mrs. `Thomas llogancanm.
mittee includes Dr. William Pogueperties back to the school board.
and Jack Belote,
Mary Louise Baker, 1209 Poplar;
Dr. Hugh McElrath will address from 5-8"; Kentucky Dark Fired
to
th
deeded
was
property
The
Attorney John Gregory, chairMrs.'John Henry, 100 Spruce; Miss the club on the subject, "Lest We tobacco is selling well and the
county in August of 1943 for
French government expects ti
of the organization, will preEthel Bucy, 504 South 8th.; Mrs. Forge!"
issaie
bond
$43.000
a .le of a
Is about 1/6 of 31.550,000.1 m7Ilie a little money doing it. Robert Dixon Crouch, Rt. 1; Mrs:
side over the business meeting rEditor's Note. This is the ftrst
The'llifekr reolithorr4tromin ittei -continue purcliases,iii-Dark tired
interest.
▪ 212 per cent
and has announced that the pro- of two parts of an article written This would save 81,279,000 in Essentially, ,we propose to set up Dere Paschall, Rt. I. Almo; Me. is composed of Mrs. Thomas lie- Tobacco, in usual amounts. Ince
Since that time the school board
gram will include an inspirational by Prof. Donald G. Hicks and Kentucky alone. Extrapolating to a non-profit corporation or con- William York, Rt. I, Benton; Mrs. garecamp, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, dently the purchase, manufacturannual
has paid the county an
record, an address by Earl Night- Prof. Charles R. Reidlinger ot a national basis by multiplication sulting agency which would uti- John Huchison, Model, Tenn.; Mrs. Mrs. Vernon Hale, Mn. Ronald ing and distribution of tobacco •
rental sufficient to pay the bonds
ingale, entitled "The Strangest Murray State College_ The article las 60, this means less than 17 le(' the technical in-depth train- Loyd Beane. 403 South 12th: Churchill, Mrs. Henry Holton, Mrs. products is as much a government
and interest as they matured. Secret" Mr. Nightingale is in today proposes that several mil- million dollars is needed for the ing of the science teachers of
Edwin H. Gregory, Rt. 4, Benton; Clegg Austin, and Mrs. H. T. Wal- function in France, as is the operDebt retirement has been made
ation of the Post-rice's in the
demand as a weaker, form- lion dollars could be saved on nationwide survey, thus resulting America. It would be operative Mrs. Dale Sutton, 1401 Main Si.: drop.
much
in full and the county is turnhaving served as a Radio the expense of the fallout shelter in a savings to the taxpayers of, for a period of 6-9 months and Mrs. Robert Johnston and baby
Serving on the fellowahip com- United States.
erly
ing the property hack over to the Commentator for WGN Radio Sta- survey now planned by the gov- 76 million dollars. We have of would supply reports directly to
The principal use of our tobacboy. Rt. I, Calvert City: Mrs. J. mittee are Dr Clegg Austin, Versch Kit board. The procedure 13
course prepared a detailed esti- the Office of Civil Defense, which D. Howard and baby boy. Rt. 1,` non Hale. Luther Robertson, Tho- co in Switzerland is for cigars.
tion in Chicago. The president of ernment.)
necessary since school boards can
The following statements reflect mate of the manpewer needed. (sited then file them or do what Mrs. Roy Jones and baby boy, Rt. mas llogancamp, Henry Holton, One, the general cigar, carrying
three corperationis at the time of
not sell a bond issue.
his retirement, the theme of Mr. the personal opinions of Donaid time required, and cost of the pro- they please with the reports. This I, Almo; Mrs. Arvin Hill and Ed Frank Kirk, and H. T. Wal- only a small percentage of Kentucky and the Italian or straight
Nightingale's message is "How G. Hicks, Ass't Professor of Chem- ject mentioned. We are not in- compares favorably with the un- baby girl. Rt. I. Dexter; Mrs. Gil- drop.
Dark Fired cigar whicly is very
To Achieve Greater Success and istry, Murray State College, Mur- cluding extensive details of ou r %Avidly method of Civil Defense lard Mathis and baby boy, Rt. 5.
strong. The active economy isHow to Enjoy Greater Happiness ray. Kentucky, and Charles R. plan here, but we feel quite which is going to require 12-15 Benton; James C. Williams, 207
helping maintain sales of both
Reidlinger, Ass't Professor of Bio- strongly that it can be substantiat- months. It appears that 6 months Se. 13th.
and Peace of Mind."
logical Science at the same col- ed unequivocally within 30 to 45 have been required for the Civil Patients dismissed from Wednestype cigars.
Last year we exported approxamlo lege.•Brefessur Hicks and Profes- minutes before any technical or Defense Office's operation to bare- day 11:45 a.m. to Friday 10:30 a.m.
imately 1.750.000 pds. of tobacco
sor Reidlinger give these opinions nontechnical group. We only hope ly get started!
Mrs. Billy Tidwell, Rt. I; 'Mrs.
The Murray - Cellos...ay County to Switzerland. The tobacco in- ,
as informed, public-spirited pri- someone will give us a chance to
Will Winchester. Rt. 2; Master
The Memphis Conference OfPublic Library will present a story dustry is much like that of the
vate citizens, and the statements prove our points. If our proposals
Peiv
ine.
Box
I.
Hazel;
Oury
Neal
the
WoDay
of
From
statements
and
indicaficers' Training
are based on their professiuirel are tenable and feasible, we quite tions made by Steuart Pittman. Hurt. Rt. 2; Ralph Richarson, Box hour Wednesday, Thursday and United States as to commercial
man's Society of Christian Service
operatien and distribution.
knowledge and experience. Pro- naturally would be willing to ac- Ass't Secretary of Defense for 97, Hazel; Mrs. Calvin Chandler Friday adternoons at 3.45.
will be held at First Methodist
Students from Miss Lottye SuitWseeeare finding that South
resew Hicks is an instructor in cept responsibility for carrying Civil Defense, and others, it seems and baby boy. Rt. 6; Mrs. GertChurch, Jackson, Tennessee on
er's
Language
Arts
class
at
Iftlied Prom 1A6srua4Sama1
Murray
America is a real competitor for
radiochemistry and Profess or out the project, and indeed feel
that the science teacher area of rude Thurman (Expired) 400 So. State College will tie in charge of
ei May 10. at 9:30 a. m.
all types of tobacco. The quality
Reidlinger is an instructor in it should be our responsibility. talent was very nearly overlooked. 12th.: Mrs. Earl Newport. Rt. 1,
The purpose of the meeting is
the program each day.
and flavor of American tobacco
radiobiology. l'hey are prepared In terms of newspaper advertisWestern and south central Kenever though it should have been Puryear, Tenn.; Mes. Jean Butterto train District Officers so that
All
the
children
in
the com- keep us in the picture.
substantiate their proposals with ing jargon, we could certainly say thought
they can conduct training ses- tucky -- Cloudy ,with showers and to
of first. Tentatively. we- worth, Rt. I: Billie Wells, Rt. 3; munity are cordially invited to atSincerely yours,
scattered thundershowers today, sound, scientific reasoning. The with all sincerely, "APPROVED have retained a prominent lawyer Harry Hawkins, Rt. 1, Murray; tend. Refreshments will be served.
sions in their own area.
statements to follow should be of FALLOUT SHELTERS; 82'• OFF
to advise on legal affairs and a F. G. Turner„ Golden Pond; Mrs.
The classes will be conducted high in mid 70s. Clearing and
Holmes Ellis
interest to any U.S. taxpayer who GOVERNMENT LIST PRICE!"
prefessor of business administra- Bertha Dulaney, Rt. I; Mrs. FORMER COUNTIAN IS AUNT
by Conference Officers with Mrs. cooler tonight, low in 50s Wedwould like to get something near
We will no* give some idea as tion and accounting has agreed Brooksie Maddox. Hazel: Mrs. BesB. S. Hamer. of Memphis. Ten- nesday partly cloudy and mild.
DUTIES OUTLINED
his money's worth from tax ex- to how we could go about the to handle non-technical
nessee, the Conference President
admini- sie Thorn, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Page rependitures, especially in the area happy task of saving the U. S. strative matters. With the help of Robert Johnston. Rt. I. Calvert
presiding.
cently returned front a trip tp
Temperatures at 5 a m. (EST).: of public defense.
Frankfort, Ky.. A Conservatioe
taxpayers 76 million dollars and just a few science teachers, City; Mrs. Holland Stafford, Rt. Florida
where they visited with Officers' manual has been deliverLouisville 60
According to published infoCity
Barnett,
Na2,
Calvert
Earl
especially physical science teachMrs. Page's aunt, Miss Ellie' Pas- ed to officers by the Department
Lextngton 60
NOW YOU KNOW
million at our disposal, 93 mieers and others with special train- tional Hotel; Mrs. Robert Ander- call, and uncle, Ace Paschall and of •Fish and 'Wildlife He-sources,
Covington 58
slion dollars has been appropriated
son
and
baby
boy,
New.
Concord;
ing in this area, we could get the
family and other relatives in Mia- The manual outlines the duties of
Paducah 68
for the purpose of locating, anmain portion of the diork -done Wade Causey. 102 E. Poplar: Miss mi.
the field men as they coneeen the
Bowling Green 62
By United Press International
alyzing. and marking existing
Robinson,
Mrs.
Charles
Rita
Rt.
1;
within a conservative time estiAn article published there list- various activitril1 the MpartThe father of President Andrew Hopicinsville 63
buildings and structures for use
Estes
and
baby
boy,
Hardin;
Miss
mate of 3 months which would be
ed M L6S Paschall as a friend in- ment. It is be,
in an elaborate
Johnson was a porter at an inn. London 52
as fallout shelters for approxabout the end of the summer of Melon Wilson, Sunset Dx.: Mrs. stead of an aunt '4 Mrs. Page. Iiiiiseleaf cover... so that changes
His mother was a maid at the Evansville, Ind., 09
Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Stark obimately 28', of the U_S. populaMrs.
1962. We know there are enough William Furches, 604 Poplar;
Mrs. Page's aunt . and uncle are may be made in the text as proHuntington, W. Va., 48
same inn.
tion. Other government eourees served their fiftieth wedding an- trained science
teachers to more Christine Colcolow. 123 Spruce; former residents of the county.
are altered
indicated that as much as 97 Mil- niversary Sunday afternoon at than cover our
personnel needs, Mrs. Randall Underhill and baby
• lion was allocated. We contend, their erome from two to five Of course we
4 Co
fl—tubblefield,
assume that WC girl. Rt. 2;
In the srongest terms possible, that o'clock.
Elliott. Rt.
t
would get the normal cooperation 601 SycamueJ
twenty-nire
One
hundred
and
this is an extremely exorbitant
it local and state civic officials 3: Mrs. Gerald Garner and baby
friends
and
relatives
attended
and
sum for this purpose. It is 'roughly
that any group would get In do- boy. 603.- Vine St.; Master Jeffrey
6 tithes the amount, needed (act- many gifts were t'eceived ,by the ing.
Collins. _Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. Effie
this work,
couple.
The
children
and
grandually, it ie.5.72 times the amount
Hughes, 305 So. 5th.,
hostesses
for
children
served
as
needed by our calculations based
Not only will we do the Work
the
'Occasion.
on the 93 million dollar figure).
indicated with less expenditure,
Out -of town guests were Mr. but we will do it more efficiently.
This six-fold figure was derived
•
by considering the 'distribution of and Mrs. Dolphus Swann,- May- and insets, suggestions for improvfunds on a population basis:eFor field, -Mr. and Mrs. J. De'Rebin- ing Civil Defense literature. To
example, the Pundit- Mr 3 million ,son, Union City.' Tennessee and those who may sae
;that we cane
people -would .pie approximately Mrs. Eskrige from Blytheville. .appreciate 'money involved
The ;Murray' Lions Club will
3/180 of'the -total appriatinn sire Arkansas.
getting •a' big job, done„ it can
meet at 6:30 'crock at the WoSpring flower were psed to de- be, said th
the total U.
population is around
sfre will. be getting
man's Club -1-(ou4 for it regular
million people. - Thus, fh corate the room .and the • gold exe
_
peneeeippe j!
•,
.1
Le•
SaleW Was euldirs.aa.--7il
Z4i-se.
pitop/erw.
n
ZT
be
hilapens to be the population of
&eill• ,get the manpower. needed.
s
held tffd a)) members-ore urged
Kerituchy, comes out to be 91,Several persons have already' been
IMPROVEMENTS
•
to attend
550,000.
lifted up to perform this operatine
.
Unlike mane cliiplaining tax,in Kentucky. Alth,eigh the operapayers, we are nor only mentionFrankfort, Ky.. The recreational tion would take or, multi-million COUNTY HOMEMARERS MEI,
ing eituatione we disagree With area at the Game Farm, near dollar proportions nationally, the
•
but also have put out the effort Frankfort, has been improeed with administration of it should not
Tile Calloway County Homemakto suggest a rational, sensible so- picnic tables and benches and a be unwieldy dee to fewer persoh- ers met in the home of Mrs. Bar•
'4
lution to the problem. Alter con- shelter house is to be, completed nel involved. As indicated before; letta Wrather, Calloway Home
SOMETHING NEW IN TULIP TIME—The annual Tulip Time
riderable thought and planning, soon, Visitors are invited through- we are willing to stake our re- Agent, .this morning to complete
Festival In Holland, Mich., this May 16-19, will have an
we propose that we could locate, out the week from 8 to 5 each putations (such as they may be) the making and packaging of aporiental note. Elaine Yamaoka, pretty high school junior
analyze, and mark fallout shelters day and view Exhibition %pig as scientists and teachers on the rons for National Homemaker's
SIGHTSEEING —^ Apparently Soviet cosmonaut Gherman
dresieed in her traditional Japanese costume at the right,
Tem, likes this view of New York better than the one from
Of they exist) for 28% of the which getains most of the ani- premise that our ideas are work -5 Convention.
pracUces with Janis VanALburg (left) for the Klompen
population of the entire State of mals and birds native to Ken- able and based on sound, scientific
orbit as he sees some sights before leaving for Washington.
Dance parade. Elaine's father la a former resident of HaA potluck meal was served at
Kentucky for.pnly $271,000. This tucky.
Beside him Is tea wife, Titov Ls the one who did 17 orbits.
principles.
noon,
waii. Her mother formerly lived in Los Angeles and Japaa.

Dumas Starks'Hold
Golden Anniversary

ore outow that

Vol. LXXXI'll No, 109

The second in a series of reports by Holmes Ellis, General
Manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association is being published today.
Ellis and Iwo ether tobacco men
left April 21st on a European
tour to promote the continued and
further use of dark fired tobacco,

Weather
Report
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Tobacco Tour Is Reported Wit
From Madrid; Now At Brussels

Methodist Day For
Officers Training
At Jackson, Tenn.
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IN OUR 83rd YEAR
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the 40-odd kinds of vodka, to
which former Soviet Ambassador
Valerian Sorin personally added
tiiree new brands.
There's a mecca for smokers
in Germany, too. It is the Tonacco museum in Buende, Westialia.
Here, thousands of pipes, cigar
'holders and seminal* utensils !ruin
through the ages and from ill
continents are displayed. Indian
CaltninetS and Prince Pueckler's
By KARL H. MACK
pipe, weighing almost one pound.
Ull.ted Press International
are shown besoies a monater cigars
— One af about five tee% lung weighing la
FRANKFURT
the happiest and most unique dis- pounds. Theoretically it offers 600
plays in Europe is in the Schnaps hours of pulling—out no We ever
M:
ri= 'in timsdort. northern nas put it to the test.
It breaata a coneetion of
Every;yfaiir- gets 'a tree —eihjar
more than 2,200 different drinks. with the ticket.
The collection includes •Germany's oldest wine samples, soave
A museum in Ulm in southern
330 years old, If you can aftord Germany takes c-are 01 one more
it (and your constitution can stand essential side of human Me. This
it) you may sample 138 different is the German bread museum
brands_ of rum, the same number which contains a history of .4,000
of brands of German schnaps, or years of bread making and bread
prices. Displays include petrinen
samples of one of the world's oldest loud. Old ligyptian flat bread
is shown side by ,s1cle with 111,K1ern baked bread.

THE LEDG.EirirnMIES Travel: The
Odd Offbeat
German Show

bv &mama a-voin PEOL2111111111 COSIIIIMEL !gar
emeabiolla aR So Slaw Loam lba Calogaw lamb Mg TIM
Ilimaa•ameig. ISesiban"Aft 8Mg
asstessak &swot
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TUESDAY —

Quotes From The- News
By UNITED PRESS INTERN&TIONAL
Agriculturist Billie Sol Estes on how:
PECOS, [ex.
he believes the deity watches over him:
"If God can watch the falling of every sparrow, He certainly has time to keep an eye on business men."

-

'DEAD' STILL ALIVE — Mrs.
Frank Cooper. 47. in Shelton, Wash., looks over a letter from the Red Cross in
Germany which gives her
PARIS — Former t ol. Antoine Argond on th difficulty
news of her four children
.Of recruiting French officers to the terrorist cause:
s she thought dead ft was in
•
"Nliitty per cent of the officer, agree with us, but only '
,World War II in Holland
where her husband left her
10 pc; cent are ready to follow."
and she recei%ed in as thst
the children had been killed.
Slie married an Amerisan,
now a retired Army sergeant Now she learns the
children are married and
three are living in Germany,
• A.r•T•ght Wood window
units
and that she Is a grand• Aluminum Storm Windows & Doors mother. She talked to her
• Birch. Beech and Luau Flush Doors.
youngest son, Johannes alas,
by telephone to Rotterdam.
cil!eurcieyncuei.th 27 Years
ginE
• seeJiiinm

Bucy s • FOR FINE FINISHES
Plume 753-5712

•-

WANT AD

RVI LER PROME
North 18th Street
OPENING SOON!

The other clock museum, in
W!•apertal. boasts the oldest Won:in the woi•fa, ii stillworking

- and TUESDAY NITES
Will Be
LADIES' NITE!

•

FATCHWORK—This two-piece
lata.dentorm design for swimwesr is converted into a
bikini easily by a mere pull
of a concealed drawstring in
front. A New York model la
.Gisplaying the patchwork of
sun and sea colors.
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treatment is risky, sincit the water May get
• •
into the set and-put working parts out of
Order.
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There is nothing "just as good as" General Electric

MOTHERSBAY
SPECIAL
FREE CLOCK—RADIO
with the purchase of this aew 1962 Ge.ierai Eiearic

46%

MOBILE
MEETING POINT of two famous piooneer traPs—Boone's Trace and the V.ilderness Road—and the scene of a blood
lle6 Indian massacre of pioneer settlers
areNsjit Let i Jackson State Park. Two
mite..sotitli of London, Ky., on U.S. 2.1,
I e pa:•J: contains reconstructed settle-

DISHWASHER

/`•-r)
ment buildings functioning as a museum
of earls mountain life, plus a swimming
pool, riding stable and camp and trailer
areas with showers, rest rooms and electrical outlets. Leti Jackson State Park
operates April 1 through October. Swimming 'oegins May 26.

Model SP-50# skim. Purchase
f Potable Model $P-402 also
qualifies you for free ciock-radio.

NEW I2-WAY
dishwashing action
la

•

St /N1 El I I 1Nt 1 I )11:14110-.N.1 : Ever see a dial an itell
in action ? K iii.%%!,.:%% hat happens n hen v ott
s our
neighbor 4.4" a irjend acro•., thy
? heyrs 144
iinestigins phi., a hit'of •-ths-e
Jug find instructive inforniati;in can be gained liy
touring the feleslleme ',flier. We wI•lcoine visitors
U. our telephone exchange Aid we're) alw
a tiehind-the-scenes tour of tke
ti take: .,41(1
new.. If your die..iii schieol.
ttrotip. civic or
I OT1V1111
,
1 11
if auLk.
1•1.r to torn!". our
bulding it can be arranged
calling me at 7539011. I %%ill is' looking for ton.
• • I •
• WE. GET a Jot of strange requests. and one of the mosj
unusual is the one from the .woman who called the operator and said.
you please ring my telephone? My
dog ispuiside and won't come in. He comes running when
he hears thelelephone -.Ten rings later. she reported back.
"Thanks a lot.: she said:
,with the barking
a dog in the
ha,:kground- 'lles's in now
And that's. just Orle of the
many requests ...we answer ever'5.
Cps-

mitted FREE with es-

By any measure...

.Zhe War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

•

All Ladies will be ad-

ELECTROCUTED—Emory W. Godfrey, 31. Is draped helpless
over ciossbar and lines in Wheaton. Md., as fellow electricians• work to free him. A- metal chain he was handling alive when they
contacted a 4,000-volt power line: lie
gut him down, but ,dead up arrival at a hospital.

NNTENNIALSCRAPBOOE

•

Frankfort, Ky., Between 20 and
25 outboard motors, four boats
and four trailers will be sold at
public auction at the Game Farm
on Friday morning May 11 nil
9:30 a.m. Most of the equipment
has been renovated and is, in a
usuable condition. The motors lpelude, 40, 35, 18, 5-3 and 3 horsepower units while the boats are
14 foot aluminum craft. The Department reserves the right to resect any or all bids.

with a
hv cost

by
TOM BREWER
Vow- Teiephone Manager
Phone PLaxa 3-9000

!/
1
4101H1 R S DN1
just around the corner, and here's a
List minute suggestion . . . woulein't an extension phon.:
he a ni:e was to remember Morn? Extension phones-like the prctty prin.-ess—put calls at her fingertips in the
bedroom. kitch:n. den or basement platroom. When the
calr. for her, she just reaehes for the nearest extension
and sas.7. tint; .144, steps lust call our busineas Linke. or
ask any td:phone,s;rvi.;eman about the variety of colors_
and surprising)) loW cost.

BOATS TO BE SOLD

Al least two museums in Germany house ancient medicines an
surgical instruments, along with
old witchcraft remedies. The
Pharmacological Museum in Nuernberg Castre and one like it
in Waldenbruch in southern Ger-.airmen. for the
Lund in'old parchmentbound va!um%.S.
'l's ) other museums are in heavy
competition in display of old and
odd timepieces. In Guslar -in the
Harz Mountains huge clock:,
weighing several hundred petunias
stand opposite timepa-ces mat-e
completely of straw. The two straw
clucks measure some nine feet
and are atm st exact replicas of
the 'Eiffel Tower in Paris and the
Rad:o Te.wer in Berlin. All Wheels
in the clocks are made .it straw.
The a-eights driving tne clucas
h?ni
.from straw topes.

Most credit for this revolutionary weapon
it isassiVen said that the
belongs to Waiter Hunt, a New Tot ker, who
•
Model 73 i nrer-action Winpatented. i 1849, a "combined piston breech
chester %%as ''the rifle that n'al the West."
and firing cock repeating gun," also called a
Considering the superiority of thilre power
volition repeater.
it. provided. "this claim IS tallIoubteCfa• &re-W-4 '
says William H. Deppessnan, authav kh
The gun proved unreliable in performance
)
., because of 'faulty anarninition. and also lack
"Shooter-7i Choice" (pub. by World Pula Co r
'
5 pt an effective method of sealing the breech
Without It "the conquest of the west would
ligs.nst escaping powder-gases. (These had
have been delayed a great manyiyears"
been comnssfsahortcomings of all breechloaders.)
.Defects in the trv-nliitionary new weapon were remedied by B. Tyler "taws shop auperintendent for New
Haven Arms Co., whidti took over the Hunt Platent.
That was an enterprise of Oliver winehenter, erstwhile
shirt manufacturer. It was called the "lienry'L rifle
when maricateirin 1882 andthegan to mike itself felt
ao-o Union Army weapon.
,
After the war was Over, the backer of the enterprise eXercised his prerogative and renamed it Win.
cheater P.epeating.Arms Co. S&-se Hunt invention,
T1IE NURSERY
. Improved by Henry, became best know-n as the "Win=
chester.0
'Favorite' Safety Pin.
.ornry of Mnenn, Bell and Edison,
, - , Hunt a-- corterap
.
, . was hailed by the ezmithorian Insthution as the man..
s.
r;I Early toren of safety pin,.from, JeCho !Invented a reenter 'diversity of original ideas
i4n a0s.)-Visenietet In 1870. I ', I 'Dear' than- any mail inshia time.". The Hunt in-venni-ins in,
tails isf, most retaluthoteiry limit' chided the first sari ty sin- patented itlAbis canntry,
lilt,nub* -„„,
s,
a- ._.‘„,.....-A-...imu---.:-,,7',-,-,.77-„7-t.--i;--..----------7-----,,,--,.-• ---,--...,1 ir-,..,,,-.---1-e•
Ire designed WiTo lire a b'rockillaxii."
'Airrirrilt"rni`r•;" elltITI. run -irobttarir. fuurduen Rel.
—CLARK KINNAIRD

'
Ss

1. Power Shower washes down!
2. Power Impeller washes up!

*A.114. Aire

4.4

• No hand rinsing or scraping.
• Three cycle selections...Fine
China and Crystal ... Utensils,
Pots and Pans ...Mixed
.
Loads
of Daily Dishes.
• Washes NEMA place
settings
for 12 people.
• Flushaway Drain.
• No pluming, nb
installation
costs ... ready to use when
delivered.
-• 'Rolls on 'wheels.
•
•
• Offer expires May
19.1962.
•
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Frankfurt, Ky., 'The turkey
gobbler season on sections of the
Kentucky Woodlands Wildlife Refuge has resulted in the harvesting of seven birds, with the •
weights ranging up to 24 pounds.
The gobbler season was decreed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the Department l ot
Fish and Wildlife Resburces sint.
the population of turkeys in -that
area has increased Areatly in the
past few years.

'

NEW YORK — Astronaut Scott k arpenter on the existInc of
"1% ell. I feel that faith -in Gexl has helped me in preparatirm----for life in 7.,;• neral. it couldn't, helfria-trt-tra-er serrne-effeet
on the preparation tor the flight."

623 S. 4th Street

Ten Years Ago Today

replica of the water clock dating
back to- 1411-1375 h.q. From drafts
at Greek inventar-Ktesebius, an
.
I Times File
Ledger anc
ancient timepiece from 28 b.c. has
beon reconstructed here and still
A Youth Revival will begin at the Sinking Springs Baptworks.
ist. church lkiday. Bill Clark Thumas will be the_ evangelist
Not far from Wuppertal in Vel- for the meetiNge
bert in the Rhineland another
Work is in progress at .the Houston-McDevitt Clinic to
museum displays locks and keys increase the parking facilities there.
dating back to the ancient Baby-Bonnie Sue Parks of 'New Concord High School has won
Ionians. A medieval lock shown firstplace in the DAR essay contest.'The subject of the conin Velvert weighs 40 pound and
measures more than 24 inches. test was, "What The American Flag Nleans To Men."
Billy R. Andrus, mai of Mr. and Mrs. :Clerk Andrus of
Other off-beat German nurse- Dexter is aboard the USS Kearsarge now- anchored in Sin
urns include. the Plessenburg Cas- Diego.
tle museum in Kuinsbach, disnlaying more than 60,000 tin soldiers. the Freuaenstadt Museuin of
Texas, and the Stuttgart Bible
museum. shovving more than 3,000 Protestant bibles from four
centuries in 250 languages. One
bible from East Asia is written on
palm leaves.

-- MAY

1301111LER SEASON

Southern Germany has a Thimble museum that displays thimbIss
made about 150 years ago in
Schurndorf in Baden-Wuertternberg. According to its records women in Indla and Saxony have
the slimmest fingers, those in Holland and Bavaria use the largest
thimble sizes ever made. For at
most 100 yem-s Schorndorf held
the world monopoly in thimble
making.

,
SAN BERNA.RDINO.'
The Nudesletter, a nudist
periodical. suggesting that the residents of - Beverly hills.
Calif.. might find their mental health by losing their clothes:
"According to a recent survey, Beverly II Ills has time
psychiatrist for every 169 residents. against the national average of one. for every 113.794 people. It appears that Beverly Hills is sorely in need of a ntidist camp."

Building,
Suppl ynu„

ur.srmY
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Ky., The turkey
on sections of the
dlands Wildlife Reted in the harvestbirds, with the
kg up to 24 pounds.
ieasen was decreed
Fish and Wildlife
the Department ot
life Resources sin:4
of turkeys In 'that
!ascii Arcady in the
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TO BE SOLD

:y., Between 20 and
motors, four boats
ers will be sold at
at the Game Farm
irning May 11 -at*
t of the equipment
ivated and is in a
ion. The motors tole, 5-i and 3 horsechile the boats axe
tum craft. The De'es the right to rebids.

with a
low cost
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Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
CROSSWORD PUZZLE ,
ACROSS
1-TelloW ocher
4-Adhesive
substance
3-Soft food
13-Anglo-Sagon
A money
ln
11-Southern
blackbird
15-Agreements
17-Daughter of
Minus
19-Consumes
11-Catch
(coital.)
21-Oars
26-Gender (p)
23-Conjunction
30-Surgical
thread
32-High
33-Posmissive
pronoun
•1-Drawing

n-09

MOTE

37-Chinese
pagoda
35-Approach
10-Anon
43-Symbol for
niton
43-last
13-Written
accounts
17-Wooden pin
49-Portico
10-Hesitate.
14-Later
57-Time gone by
63-More mature
-Period c.f
tim•
-Canino
112-quarrels
113-Transgression

lt

DOWN
1-Soak up
2-Man's name
3-intertwined
1-Poundlng
instruments
1-Inclefinit•
article
4-Music: as
written
bird
I-Silkworms
119-Cushion

R DROME
18th Street

LEDITIrTI

10-01as name
11-13akers
product
16-Youngsters
13-Assist
20-13ristlellke
22-Coloring
matter
23-Showy flower
31-Pertaining
to the sun
311-Indat•
• niernofTr.% post
27-Afrliian
antelope
15-Narrow
wooden
strips
31-Memoranda
31-Capuchin
monkey
36-Fruit drinks
39-Transported
with delight
11-House
,,vering

I ill

3 i)
.
•...3 4

12

•%
... 13

Is

566
le

MOGI

Will

WOIMEIMM DMOMMO
MM MOOR
OMMO MOODOMOM
MOM =IMMO MOM
MOMOMDOM IMMO
01211n
11611C11111413 17:11:301311110
OMMO MOM MEMO
MGM OMO MGM
MMOD MUM On92
62-Piece of cut
timber
63-Resort
65-Silkworm
66-Hurried
69-Latin
conjunction

11-Looks rondescendlngly
16-Evaluates
13-Grasp
60-Novelty
51-Time goes by

5

. p• si 10 11
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1111M Is
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III
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PAGE THREE

picked up a single score in the
in the sixth with three runs,
fourth. South notched single runs
knocking out Colts' starter Dave
in both the third and' fourth inGiusti and his successor, Al Cinings and broke loose with a
cotte.
Asprornonte then hit his homer
three run in the fifth to lead
5-4. The Rebels added another
off rookie lefty Pete Richert, who
run in the sixth bet it ..wasn't
was charged \kith the defeat. Tieenough as North produced three
fenauer gave up only one hit during the last three innings. AsproThe opening rounds of the chs, runs of its own in the top of the
mente, who had been in a slump, trict baseball tournament at Mur- seventh for the win.
now has collected nine hits in ray yesterday saw North Marshall
Calloway picked up all three
Houston's last three games.
down rival South Marshall 7-6 of its runs in the fourth inning.
and Murray College High drop College High put across a single
Calloway County 7-3.
tally in the bottom of the fourth
North broke on top 3-0 and and then four big runs in the

College High,
North Win

Experts Who Consigned Colts
To Cellar Are Surprised Now

them unearned. The Dodgers comBy NORMAN MILLER
mitted two errors and their pitch.
UPI Sports Writer
Paul Richards, one of baseball's era forced in two runs with walks.
Los Angeles moved ahead, 6-5,
better brains, moaned last October that he was being offered a
lot of humpties for organizing his
Houston Colts, but these same
derelicts are making him and
manager Harry Craft look like a
pair of geniuses.
There were many experts who
took Richards at his word and
consigned the Colts to the National cellar this season.
hs I nited Press Intersation•I
It's still early, of course, but
the Colts have looked mighty re13 12 .520 3
Chicago
National League
spectable so far, and projecting
1
2
11 11 .500 3 /
W. L. Pct. GB Boston
their present 10-13 record through
1
2
12 14 .462 4 /
Kansas City
20 6 .769
a 182 - game schedule, they would San Francisco ..
1
2
Baltimore
10 12 .455 4 /
15 7 .682 3
St. Louis ..
wind up with 70 victories.
1
2
9 11 .450 4 /
.609 4 1Z Detroit
Bob Asisromonte, John Weekly Pittsburgh .. ... 14
4 16 .200 9 1,.•Z
Washington
5
and Bob Tiefenauer, three of the Los Angeles ... 15 Itt, .609
Monday's Result's
Colts' maligned minions, produced Philadelphia .... 11 10 .524 6½
(No games scheduled)
12 1,2 .500 7
like chainpions Monday night as Cincinnati
Tuesday's Probable Pitchers
10 13 .435 8
Houston defeated the Los Angeles Houston
Boston at New York night —
9
.417
14
Milwaukee
10
major
leagues'
9-6,
in
the
Dodgers,
/
2 -Mortbouquette 2-2 vs. Ford 2-r.
6 19 .240 131
Chicago
only game.
Kansas t'ity at Baltimore night
13
.200
4
16
...
York
New
Puts Colts Ahead
Rakow 3-1 vs. Pappas 2-1.
—
Result's
Monday's
Aspromonte hit a three - run
Cleveland at Minnesota night
homer in the seventh inning to Housten 9 Los Angeles
— Donovan 4-0 vs. Kaat 1-3.
put the Colts ahead; Weekly con(Only game oiheduledl
Detroit at Los Angeles night
nected in the eighth for an insur— Mossi 23 vs. Grdia 1-0.
Tuesday's Probable Pitchers
ance run, and Tiefenauer pitched
Chicago at Washington night
New York at Chicago — Craig
three shutout relief innings to re— Buzhardt 4-1 vs. Rudolph 0-0.
Cardwell 0-4.
ceive credit for his first major 1-3 vs.
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia at Cincinnati night
league victory since 1955.
— Mahaffey 2-3 vs. O'Toole 23. Boston at New York
Aspromonte called his homer
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee night Kansas City at Baltimore, night
"the greatest thrill of my life." — Franei.i 1-2 vs. Piche 1-0.
Cleveland at Minnesota, night ,
It had a special meaning because
San F'rancisco at St. Louis night Detroit at Los Angeles, night .
it was hit against the Dodgers, — Marichal 4-2 vs. Jackson 3-2._ - Chicago at Washington, night
who had cast him adrift for one
Los Angeles at Houston night
of the two new clubs to grab.
— Podres 1-2 or Koufax 4-2 vs.
"This is the dream of every Johnsen 0-4.
ballplayer, to get a hit like that
Wednesday's Games
against his old club," the 23-yearold third baseman beamed. "I nevNew York at Chicago
er felt better in my life."
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, night
It's been a long time between Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, night
major league victories for 32-year- San Francisco at St. Louis, night
old Tiefenauer. Although he first LtAi Angeles at Houston, night
American League
had a trial in the big show 10
W. L. Pct.
years ago, that 1965 win was his
14 7 .667
only other triumph in the majors. New York
Cleveland
Four Runs Unearned
12 8 .600
14 10 .583
The Colts went ahead with five Minnesota
11 9 .550
runs in the second inning, four of Los Angeles

SISERAIL

Boone's 10- Day $pecial

STANDINGS

10-DAY SPECIAL

recommended by
these famous
fashion houses

az
n ,
iameg,A

a

OLIVE BLVD., ACROSS FROM WELLS HALL

*

It's the oky dry cleaning
that includes Soft-Set'
finish to give your spring
and summer garments
both the appearance and
feel of newness. Add to
this thorough, gentle,
BOTANY''
,
500

to preserve

THE LEDGER & TIMES

TONITE

ENDS

*

Skirts, 39c Sweaters, 39c

BOONE'S

TECHNICOLOR

WEDNESDAY & THURS.
Adm. 62c & 25c

Incluse
2 alsa

Ont.,
Gary McCorkell,
19. is charged with
capital murder in
the brutal killing
of two tot -age
boys. Their bodies
were found on the
second floor of a
furniture warehouse. Police investigation shows they
were smo;hered.
IN TORONTO.

"HANGING
TREE"

Pa.,
Barry I-1011, 25, admitted striking
his 49 - year -old
mother with a
rock during an
argument, dra ggin g her body into
her home, and
trying to set the
home on Ere. lioll
is an organist in
a church.
IN READING,

Pickup and Delivered

Cash and Carry

-LOVER COME BACK"

_
IN DES MOINES,
lows U. student
Aloystus Cmoser,
19, la in handcuffs on charge
of stealing weapons, including a
bazooka,from the
Army at Iowa
City, theft of a
TV camera, and
suspicion in three
. arson firm

Service

10- Day Special May 7-17

Doris Day in

\

fibre-deep cleaning;
careful attention to
belts, buckles, trim;
expert professional
pressing—it adds up to
America's best value in
dry cleaning! Call on us
today for nationally
advertised Sanitone

K•5

Rock Hudson

HAS
GOT Ill

SANITONE
SERVICE

the smartness
of fine clothes

Now Look gt,
Who's a I
Square

(7 a.m. til 6 p.m. - Close Thursday Afternoons)

•

MAY 7 - MAY 17

brings you America's Best Dry Cleaning Value

1

Hubb Dunn and Bill Redick

fifth. The Colts then added single
marks in both the sixth and seventh innings.
Benton will meet North this
afternoon at 1:30 o'clock and Murray High will play College High
at 4 o'clock. The finals will be
held on Wednesday at 4:00 p. m.
300 190 3 — 7 12 4
North
001 131 0 — 6 5 2
South
-G. Barrett and King; Cothran
and Miller.
000 300 0 - 3 6 2
Calloway Co.
College High .. 000 141 1 - 6 5 2
Childress and Garrison; Gibbs

CASH AND CARRY AT BOTH LOCATIONS

1.41INDRY-CIBNERS COIN LAUNDRY-GLEANERS
Main Plant - So. Side Square

13th and Main St.

Fast One Hour Service on Shirts and Drycleaning
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Plastic Carton

_
ADDING MACHINES.,
FROM $129.50
•

nmEs
OFFICE SUPPLY
'V'LJIr

rinoolers

lb 1•••••

-4

•

103 N. 4th

PLaza 3-1916

"Everything For The Office"

at

•

•

vs.
11.- •

DEPARTMENT
5617

wax
no
In The Milk
teak
no
In the Carton

•

TRAGEDY--This acrial
three trains were In a
collision on a suburban Tokyo conmiuter line, killing at least
163 persons and injuring 385 others. It was the second
worst railway accident In Japan's history. (Radiophoto) 'IP
JAPAN'S SECOND WORST RAILROAD
view shows the havoc wrought when
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Pairings Announcer/ Ors. James Byrn Is
For Ladies Day
New Chairman Of
Golf II'edttesday
Garden Department

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3-4947

amapfdt Vaal
Social Calendar
- Tuesday, may 8th
Order of the Eastern Star will
The West Hazel Homemakers I hold its regular meeting at the
Club will meet in the home of Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. T. W. Nesbitt at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
This is the meeting to elect officT he Murray Manufacturing
ers and all members are urged to Wives Club will hold its cl.nner
he present.
meeting at the Triangle Inn at 6
•• •
p.m. Hostesses are Mrs. Benny
Simmons, Mrs. Jackie Stubblefield,
Circles of the First Baptist Mrs. Chester Thomas,
and Mrs.
Church WMS will meet as fol- James Vance.
lows: I with Mrs. Charles Mercer
• •
and It with Mrs. A. L. Key at
Wednesday. May 9
10 a.m.; 111 with Mrs. Pol:y Keys
The Arts and Crafts Club will
and IV with Mrs. R. H. Falwell meet at the home of
Mrs. Charles
at 2:30 p.m.
Farmer, 110 North Tenth Street
•••
at 2:30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
• ••
The Wesleyan Circle of the First
Methodist Church WSCS will
oiset at the home of Mrs. Buddy
:lesvitt, Sharpe Street, at '7:30
in.
D4.114/1 -1144. TIAlt 4.11111E
.• •
T h e Pottertown Homemakers
Open
6:15 • Start
7:15
Club'willmeet at -the home of
Mrs. Bryan Overcast, 511 Whit— Ending Tonite —
nell. at 1030 a.m.
•••
EIWSPPEIffr!
The Kirksey School Parent-•-acher Association will hold its
onal meeting of the school year
at ,the' school at 1:30 p.m. All
parents and patrons of the school
are urged to attend.
-

annual Spring Dance at the Murray Country Club beginning at
900 p.m.
•• •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow Girls will have
its school of instruction at 1:30
p.m_ at the Masonic Hall. A potluck supper will be served at
6.30 p.m. followed by the inspection. .Marion Assembly No.
10 will be guests. All Masons and
Eastern Stars are cordially invited to attend.

•
Murray WSCS Holds
ILuncheon Meeting
tAt Social I-fall

MURRAY

With All The
Pride And Power
Of His Academy
Award.Winning
Performance In
'The Bridge On
The Leer Boni."

ALEC GUINNESS
JOHN MILLS.

TUNES OF
GLORY

The Moman's Society of Christen Service of First Methodist
Church honored thirteen of their
members who had attended every
meeting during the past year at
a pot-luck luncheon following the
general meeting last week.
The cleisotioreil message was
gisen by Mrs. Brooks Cross, following a hymn sung by Mrs.
Jack Biggerstalf. The program
was a dramatic monologue hiterpretauon of Judas given by
Mr. John Nance, a student at
Murray High School.
Mrs. J. B. Wilson presided over
the __bUoatness session. at -which
time Mrs. John Irvan as elected
I, fill the vacancy of Secretary of
Thursday. May 10
The Dorothy Circle of the First Children's Work.
Baptist Church. WISIS will meet
A report on the Mempnis Conat the home of Mrs. Art Lee at ference was given by Mrs. C. C.
930 a_ni.
Lowry, the incoming president .f
n • s• • •
o •
WSCS. At Memphis, Mrs. Lowry
The Flint Baptist Church Worn- extended the invitation to the
in's Miesionark Society will hold group to meet at Murray First
resalar meeting
tteareh Methodist next spring. Others
.:7 p.m.
members of the Murray WSCS at•••
tending the conference were: Mrs.
The South Murray Homemakers Wilson, Mrs. W. E. Mischke. Mrs.
cip will meet at the h elle of E. A. Tucker. Mrs. John Whitnell,
Mrs? Sohn D. Lov ins, 306 North and Mrs. N. P. Hutson.
Eighth Street, at 1:30 p.m.
•• •
It was announced that the installation of new officers will be
Friday. May 11
The North Murray Homemak- held in church on Mother's Day,
irs Club will meet at the home .•i May 13th, and that the Officers
V.:Bailey Mains at 1,30 p.m. Training Day will be in Paris,
Tenn. on May 23, at 9:30. Fol•••
lowing *he business meeting, the
large group adjourned for lunch
Saturday, May 12110
Jask Stalcup will play for the in the social hall.

give mother

The pairings for the Ladies Day
Golf at the Murray Country Club
have been announced. The tee
off time is set for Wednesday
morning at nine o'clock.
Any person not listed in the
pairings rosy come to the club
on Wednesday morning and be
placed in a foursome.
The pairings are as follows:
Sara Alexander, Madelyn Lamb
Betty Lowry, and Sue Costello.
Venela Sexton, Evelyn Jones,
Betty Nelson, and Eleanor Diuguid.
Reba Overbey, Shirley Seals,
and Alice Purdom.
Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Maude
McClain ,and Ruth Wilson.
Chris Graham, Martha Nash.
Marie Lassiter, and Martha Sur
Ryan.
Agnes Payne, Jimmie Collie,
Edna Knight, and Loa Doran.
Opha Spiceland, Barbara Wyman, and Kathryn Kyle.
Stella Hurt, Juliett Wallis, and
Ruth Moore.

The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at the
club house on Thursday afternoon
at two-thirty o'clock with the
chairman, Mrs. John Hudson,
presiding.
Mrs. Hudson introduced the new
officers for the next club year
who are Mrs. James Byrn, chairman; Mrs. Humphrey Key, vicechairman; Mrs. Hugh Houston,
treasurer. Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale
was reelected as secretary.
Other retiring officers are Mrs.
T. C. Emerson. HI, vice-chairman,
and Mrs. Robert Wyman, treasurer.
-Containers Set the Style" was
the theme
the program presented with Mrs. Ila Douglas as
the chairman. She had brought
for despise a number of arrangement in different containers for
the group to diseuas. Those containers included saver, brass, pottery, urns, and wood and the discussion centered around the type
of flowers to go what kind of
container.
Barbara Ward, Jo Crass, and
During the social hour refreshUrbena Koenen.
ments of coffee and cakg were
Grace James, Jane taker, and served frorn the lovely appointed
table overlaid with a green cloth
Sadie Nell West.
and centered with a floral arMarge Kipp, Rebecca Irvan, and rangement.
Frances Parker.
• The hostesses were Mrs. W. E

a
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Mischice, Mrs. John Ryan, Mrs.
J. T. Wilson, Mrs. V. E. Windsor,
Mrs. Yandall Wrather, Mrs. Solon
Shackelford, and
Mrs. Edgar
Pride.

PERSONALS

to

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ross and
granddaughter, Sherrie McKinney, spent the weekend with hi,
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
J. 13. Ross and son, Jimmy, of St.
Louis, Mo.

The minimum lingerie trousseau requirements include four
nightgowns, five slips, one petticoat, four half slips, two regular
and two pantie girdles, six bras,
one lounge robe and one bath
robe. The minimum list was drawn
by experts at "Modern Bride,"
the bridal magazine.

runic JAhtmEg—Straytng off the beaten pate in Neale.
vale. Tenn., an old fellow identified ea a "mapping- turtle
weighing about 30 pounds blocked traffic on • street foe
about two blocks. Hershel Perry is trying to prod hire ,
on with a k--'o—e---g stick
a

For a formal daytime wedding,
the bride wears a dress of white,
ivory or delicate pastel tints with
cathedral or in-between length
train. Head-dress: long veil covering the train or shorter if gown
has skirt detail that should be
seen. .If shorter than fingertip
length, the veil should be very
full with many layers.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS FAMILY NIGHT AT

JERRY'S DRIVE- INN

RESTAURANT,
at WV

I

HERE IN MURRAY..,./00
That means any family dining iether at Jerry's
., enjoy
Wednesday night, front 5:0006 9:00.. mo
DELICIOUS GOLDEN FRIED aMEEN
four large pieces ,erved is ith Tangy Cold Slaw,
Delicious French Fries and Ilot Rolls ...
A Regular $1.15 Veldt,lel
a 443. JO* itgri
For Only
THIS IS GOOD AT THE el..114TNA ktlikeelAS IN
THE pINING`RellfM,"'"I'l#

so take the family to Jerry's .Weldnesday night,
from 5:00 to 9:00. for the regular $1.15 saitie for
only 87e.
i••
This is good on Family Night only, from 5 to 9, at

Jerry'sfftive-In Restaurant
A PIONCESS AT 011/101-Arriving at tee Cbalrth
St Michael's la London to
attend • service of the
Fria of the Poor.Preseesa
Margaret maga' a strg
appearance la a
and
matehtag blouse.

South 12th Street in Murray
Here's Your Opportunity to Treat the Whole
Family To Dinner at Jerry's!

11
/.
1 AND AWL TITOV WATCH /01CM1—Wetehin, the Warta.
'Meet BUM Starr." at the Optima Theater In Washington,
D. C., Soviet ecersonant Oberman Tito, sad his wit's, Tamara, look over the program.

ray pat

MOTHER'S DAY
SPECIALS
57 Piece Imported

China

only $3995

52-Pc. Set - Service for 8 -

Reg. $89.95

Sib er

$4995

5-Pc. Silver

Coffee and Tea Service - - $7995

•

A

sum
GLEAMING
WHITES

* SAMSONITE LUGGAGE
* FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS
* JEWELRY by Eisenberg
* BEAUTIFUL MILK GLASS
We

PERFECT
COMPANIONS
FOR YOUR
ON-THE-GO

Have A Large Selection Of

HANDBAGS
seamless nylons

si2.99

V*

... .
in a pretty 941 bor
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THE CHERRY'S
'THE STORE OF YOUTH AND FASHION"

4

C

V

•

Handsomely detaii.e' t' whites,;
CI
season's mostimportantreimin..•
bound tq be the &Westdim
your N'vattirobo. eboosa gniztly
draped, perfect towed pcarrx...
new crescent,squared or tapered
toes...all setonhiormlatlees.

•••

••••
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PA(iE }AVE
CARD OF THANKS

•

LOST

-

FEMALE HELP WANTED

FOUND

1

LOST. An aluminum 3'x 2' sign, LADY WANTED. TO STAY IN
advertising Roller Dreme. Reward' home with 2 children 5 or 6 hours
will be given. Call Murray Drive- a day. Phone PL 3-3526 after 4:00
.m8c
In.
•
•
MSS) p.m.

-

YOUR

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

.)
V

LY NIGHT AT

E - INN
)
Y,

is or

;ether at Jerry'1:00. may enjoy

)- -CHICKEN

ADDING MACHINES
and TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

FOR

a bargain, 1950 Ford radio, plays
11 good, if interested Call PL 3, 5342
.1 t p

SAlE

PICNIC TABLES. 5, 6 or? FOOT
lengths, painted, stained or unpainted. Call PL 3-2450 or 492.2560 or see just be,vond city limits
on Concord Road or 41 miles from
city limits on Hazel Highway.
tfnc

COUNTY

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

en path In Naah"snapping" turtle
C on a street for
Ing to prod Ma
it

L

, We wish to express our deepest
appreciation to our cousins, neighbors, and friends for their kind
expressions of sympathy during
the illness and death of our mother, Mrs. Ludie Bell Gibbs.
To the many from the First
Baptist Church, who expressed
their love for her in so many
ways.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

PRACTICALLY NEW '7-ft pickup Ford disc harrow and 2 14-inch
flat bottom plows. Priced cheap.
Ellis Popcorn Co.
M9c
PIANOS. New and used. Large
stock. Seiburn White Pianos, 403
Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.
Ml2p
USED HIGH CHAIR and Stroller,
in good condition. May be seen at
515 S. 7th Street after 5:00 p.m.
M9c

4 0:i I
7"--

We wish to thank Dr. Chiles,
The MaxChurchill Funeral Home,
the Pallbearers, Rudolph Howard
and the Choir, the doners of the
beautiful flowers and those that
gave to the Cancer Fund, those
that brought food and sat up. To
Dr. Hopson, Dr. Lowery and the
nurses that did their best to make
her comfortable.
To these and many others may
the Lord bless and help you in
your time of sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Exie Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Adams
and Families

CF

Phone PL 34243.
M-10-P FREE FISHING! FREE! Parker
5 HO.RSE POWER outboard motor, field on Blood River. Pay no one.
courtesy of N. B. Ellis, owner. M9c
HYBIRD SEED COIRN, Perdue a,nd
FOR
EASY QUICK Carpet cleanPrinceton Hybrids also Kentucky
103, latpedeza
seed. Compare ing rent Blue Lustre Electric
prices and quality before you Shampooer. Only $1.00 per day.
M8c
buy. Taylor Seed Co., E. Main Crass Furniture.
and Railroad. Phone 753-5742
M-10-C NO CHARGE for using our Blue
Lustre Carpet Shampooer with
5 HORSE POWER BUCCANEER
purchase of Blue Lustre shampoo.
outboard motor. In first class
Crass Furniture Company. M-10-C
condition. Clifford Melugin Phone
PL 3-3687
M-10-P
CARPETS clean easier with Blue
CLEAN 1954 CHEVROLET /
1
2-ton Lustre Electric Shampooer only
pickup truck good condition. Phone $1.00 per day. Crass Furniture.
"Breakfast." is the word used
PL 3-3571 day or 492-295.5 nights.
M-10-C for a wedding reception that
M-10C
takes place before one in the
pawls for all electric shavers. afternoon. A "reception" is held
Lindsey's Jewelers,
.1-41-C after one p.m.
FOR RENT

1955 ROADMASTER BUICK, airPL 3-1916 conditioned, all power, 35,000 actual miles. Call 753-4534 or 753HOUSE, five rooms and bath,
PL. 3-1916
Ledger & Times
4535.
AlOc
PRINTING
garden ready to plant. One mile
PL. 3-1916 WESTINGHOUSE
Ledger & Times
PORTABLE out on Lynn Grove Highway. Call
'
DRUG STORES
MPp
m8p PLaza 3-4817.
dishwasher. Dial 753-3674.
PL 3-2547
Scott Drugs
TYPEWRITER RENTAL USED WESTINGHOUSE RefrigFISH BOOK
AND iERVICE
erator, in good condition. Phone
INSURANCE
Frankfort, Ky., A new book,
m8p
PL a-1873.
PL 3-1910
Ledger & Times
Frazee, Melugin & liolton
"Kentucky Fishes," written _for
REGISTERED BOXER, 2 YEAR the Department of Fish and WildGen. Insurance
PL 3-3415
old male, has had permanent vac- life Resources by Dr. WilliaM
USED AUTO PARTS
tfnc Clay, University of Louisville, is
cination. Phone HU 9-2183.
LADIES READY TO WEAR
trray Auto Salvage -Hazel Rd.
now off the press and will be
••Ittletons
PL 3-4823 Parts For All Models - PL 3-3755 KAY GUITAR in good condition,
placed in all bookmobiles and
school and public libraries. All
species of fish found in Kentucky
are described and pictures of many
of 1ht•m Lire Presented.

Ledger &

Times
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f•.: a giri loon Largo s :Auto
Viudi Bond has atruagel
'
iieteeetvil tilt. Vete la With I.c.tvt. ai•
wiring a Geiger ctunicr
6IIISCJI 94 a watch. .

I OA

nalz:
cottrr?. -ray t:
cult you."
Largo flanhari his tei•th wa-rn
ly. He spread his hamls.
ot course, of course, my demi
fellow. Whenever you v usa
There is no one in residence but
my niece and a few servants
And she is out most of the time
Please just call her up on the
telephone. I shall tell her that
you will be doing so."
Bond got to hia fez
,
: and
Leiter followeci suit. "Well,
that's eat mart.ir ary kind of
you. Mr. Largo. And now well
leavYyod in pese. Peraaps we
may meet again in the town
some time. Yea must come and
hive lunch. P..0.."-Bond poured
adrairatiun ir..ie; flattery into Ms
voice- "witin a yacht like this,
1 don't suppose you ever want
to Come &shore. Must be the
only one on this side of the Atlantle. Didn't one used to run
between Venire and Trieste? I
seem to ri•mem h sr
reading
about It somewhere."
Largo g,anne1 h:s pleasure.
oyes, th_lt is right, quite right.
They ale also on the Italian
la: -. Fir passenger traffic. A
wonderful deitg-n for coastal
waters. She only craws Sour
("IA PTEft 19
feet when the hydrolod is op"DLEASE Lake • enstr, gen- erating."
I tiernen„" said Emilio Largu.
••1 suppose accommodation'.4
carelessly brushing aside the the problem?"
charts and papers on the table
It Is a weakness of all men,
foi il they. were of no import- though not necessart.y of all
ance.'Cigarettes?" He placed a women, to love their material
farce silver box between them. possessions. Largo said, with a
'And now what can I get you trai:e of pricked vanity, "No,
'Rio drink ?"lte went to the ioau- no. I think you will f'nd that it
ed sideboard. "Something cool is not R.% You hive...heard no
and not too Strong perhaps! doubt of our [renew e hunt ?"
-You mutt nttv trid a hot pre.
rlC looked sharply tit them as
0-)in Lb it ftP30 launch. I woul1 S oi in would who e.ipects
ttitte sent my' hunt for, you a •
-But' we will not discuss
only I nad Known."
that now. No doubt you do not
James Liond and Felix Leiter believe In these things. But fit),
both asked for n plain tome,
associates in the affair are all
Bond said, "I'm vet y'sorry to On board. With the crew, there
barge in like this, Mr. Largo. are forty of WI. You will see
No idea I could Wive got you that we are not cramped. You
on the telephone. We just got in would like?" Largo gestured to
this morning, and as I've only a the door. in the rear of the
few days I have to get a move stateroom.
on. The point is. I'm lodking
Felix Leiter showed relucfor a property down here,"
tance. "You know, Mr. .Bond,
"Oh, yen'?" Lasgo brought that we have that meeting with
the glasses and bottle of tonic Mr. Harold Christie eat five
30 the table and sat down 90 o'clock?"
that they formed a comfortable
Bond waved the objection
group. -What a good idea. Won- aside. "Mr. Christie is a charmderful place. I've been here for ing man.,I know he won't mind
Mx months and' already I'd like If we are a
.few minutes, late.
to stay forever. But the prices I'd -love to see over the .hiplf
they're asking-5 Large /shrew yinere Imre you can spare the
up his hands.
time, Mr. Largo."
. • "Daft, Mr.'Largos quite daft.
Largo
"Caine. It will
Wersesiven than FlOrida." .
not take more than a few min"Quite so." Lierspasstatd.. "You utes. The excellent/111r. ChriStie
mentioned rimnethin„ about Pal- is I Menu of mine. He win .un.. mira. Is there anythhig,1 can derstand." Ele 'went to the door
•
tp that respect?" and h--Id It open.
do to
Bond heed been expecting the
-Aerstand you
.4143:4ro14;""rill
-'•':~1rould interfere
4."*TIF-Leiter and his Geiger
that you may be • 141pi•Ang 'the counter. He aaid•firrrity, "Please
-, house before. long. It ix-Cumin
o firs! Mr, I..argo. YOU Will he
nimre or less what I'm looking able to tell us when to duck -our
far 'and I Wither the owner, heads."
With more affabilitieS, Largo
this English an, Bryce, might
rell if he got theright price. led the way.
What I was going to ask you" .. Ships, however .modern, are
- itond looked pologetic-"was more or less the same-the corwhet her we ntight drive out ridors to port and starboard of
and look the place over. Some the engine room, rows of cabin
Urns when you weren't there at doors, which Largo explained

, from 5 to 9, at

'be
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Ins mate
;ave endnieidstic information
About the powerful twit. Diesels
and explained the hydraulics of
Inc hydrofoil depressor-it was
all exactly like visiting ally
other ship and sayinf, the right
things to the crew, using the
right superlatives to the owner.
The short space ot afterdeck
was occupied by the little twoseater amphibian, painted dart
:due and white to 'mach the
yacht, Its wings now folded and
its engine cowled against the
sun, a big jolly-boat to nold
about twenty men, and an electric derrick to hoist them inand outboard. Bond, estimating
the ships displaceinent and her
tree-boaid, said casually, And
thO hold? More cabin space?'
"Just storage. And the fuel
tanks, of course. She 13 an expensive ship to run. We nave
to carry several tons. The ballast problem is important with
these ships. When her bows
come up, the fuel shifts aft. We
have to have big lateral ti.nks
to correct these things."
Talking fluently and expertly, Largo led them back up the
starboard
passageway. They
were about to pass the radio
room when Bond said, "You
said
you had ship-to-shore.
Could I have a look.? Radio has
always fascinated me."
Largo said politely, "Some
other time, if you don't mind.
Urn keeping the operator full
time on met. reports. They're
rather important to us at the

mon3ent."
"Of course."
They climbed up into the enclosed dome of the bridge, where
Largo briefly explained the controls and then led them out on
to the narrow deck space. "So
there you are," said Largo. "The
good ship Disco V otantc-the
Flying Saucer. And she really
does fly, I can assure you. I
hope .you gentlemen will come
for a short truise one of these
days. For. the present"-he
smiled with the hint of a secret
shared-"as you
may have
heard, we are rather busy."
"Very exciting, this treasure
business. Do you think you've
got a good chance?"
"WWe like to think so." Largai
was deprecating. 'I only. wish
I could tell you mosfe.4
' He
waved an apologetic barn'. "Unfortunate.", as they 'say, my
lips are sealed..1 hope you -will
uriderstoncL"
'-4110
"Yes, of course: You Ishvb
your Bbareholders to consider.
I only wish. 1 was ono so that
I could tome along
: I suppose
there's not room for. another investonfrasa....e. .•.
, "Aloe, no. Thitirsue, as they
say, is fully kubserlbed. It
would have been very pleasantto have had you with us." Largo
held out a hand. "Well, it has
been a great pleasure_ to meet
you gentlemen.* '
With
further exchange of
courtesies they went down the
ladder to the waiting launch
and got under way.
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time
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24-Dance step
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BOUND FOR NEW GUINEA-Some 850 Dutch troops board
the Zulderkruis in Amsterdam, bound for Indunesoi threatened Dutch New .Guinea. They will bring the total defense
manpower there to around 7.000. In a few Weeks, another
contingent will leave, and later a tluid,
(Radiophoto)
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MAY OUR STUPID PIANO SE
DEVOURED Bti)TERMITES!

5340.F_CE42.
DO YOU THINK •'
A PRETTY 60.. 11
I5 LIKE A
MELODY

MORE TITOVS-Soviet space
scientist A.. A.. Blagonravuv,
shown at the third International Space Symposium at
the State Department in
Washington, says the Soviet
will launch more cosmonauts into orbit this year.
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IAN FLEMING'S Greatest Thriller

.ngy Cold Slaw,
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ELECTED PERONIST TURNED BACK-Andres Framini (middle,
civilian dress), Peronist candidate who won a governorship
In Argentine elections, is turned back by federal police as
he appears at the La Plata government building in a token
bid to take office. The elections were nullified. (Radiophoto)
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Gold Panning Is
Fun, Not Profitable

a miner's pick and head for the warns on won't get rich. With
West! There's still sortie golden
a beginner may earn only a
glitter left in "them thar hills." few cents an hour.
But James W. Crosby. mining '"But when it comes to a thrill.
By MARY LU McOONALD
geologist M the Washington State there are ,few tp match the disI 111114 l•revv.
covery of 'some glittering sz.ild at
here,
PULLMAN. Wash
Grab Institut:. of Technology
the bottom of a gold pan." Crosby said.
Rockhounds will need a 12, 14ir 16-inch pan, costing S1.50 to
S2: a shovel and pick and _assorted
,
• issnis. Especially handy is a longand led "iced t " spoon.' A small
:iagnet also can be very helpful.
The next Koblem is where to
go to find the "riches."
The geolog.t said the best place
,hunt gold.. as it is fir hunting
pheasants, ricer or other game. is
to go where it has been found before — streams which have supported placer mining.

Buy The Best!
The Famous —

BLUE GRASS TILLER

Hand Contrails

•

New

at Handle

Exclusive

Full 3 kip.

Easy Spin

Briggs a

iii
He urged prospectors to work
streams .11 low waters, to look for
natural riffles wnere natural conc,
,ntrat is found.
Some of the best panning
streams in Washington State are
f:und in Snohomish county, or
the Blewett district which overlaps Chelan and Kittitas counties.
Look for the gold in crevices on
the botr.m of the stream rather
than in gravel bars. Crosby said.
Once the rockhourid nas picked
the bedrock crevice, the pann:n(
procedure is fairly simple.
Use a shovel and a pick to get
the sand from the crevices. Dump
the sand into the gold pan and
then throw out all the big rock.

Crosby said the fingers should
-But 'watch out for
be used to break up the lumps of
Crosty warned. -The' clay, then the pan is held flat
still is taken seriously in souse just
1. w the surface of the wa-

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TUESDAY' — )I \V S. 1962

ter.
• "Keep moving the sand around
until it is in a loose, semi-suspended state," he said, -and the
gold will settle to the bottom
since it is six to seven times as
bete.) as quartz and feldspar,
minerals which preclJrninzle ir.
river sands.
"Then bring up the pan, tilt it
slightly and swish oft he *top
layer of sand and water. Repeat
until little remains but the heavy
black concentrates."
The concentrates
hen should
be placed an a bottle and, after
th..• mixture has dried, use a msg;:q to remove the magr - f• from
It. Then the "foors gold," or pyrite,
must be removed from the mixture. Crosby said this is easy to
spot because pyrite will shatter
under tne pressure ol a knifepoint.
-• set•-•iiirease-ser"'""'"
"

wrz. -•
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By JOAN O'SULLIVAN

MAYBE you can't live on
Iv+ cheese alone, but any
number of people would like
Se.-try. They're cheese' lo‘etzs
and they like cheese to nibble,
sprinkle on soup, to slice for
sandwiches, to serve with fruit.
If it's cheese-y, thrynherish
it.

than a sandwich spread. It
can also he an ingredient, one
that adds fabulous flavoring
to main dishes, as proved by
the recipee given today. •
STUFFED GREEN PEPPERS
4 large peppers
1 lb. Switzerland Swiss
cheese, grated
Loves Them All
I c. milk
,e
The real cheese lover." tay.
2 eggs
24 tsp. curry powder
have his favorite, may was
poetic when confronted with a
2 tsp. salt
round of yellow Switzerland
4 tbsp. bread crumbs
Swiss, the famous cheese with
3 tbsp. butter or marthe holes, but he's not narrowgarine
minded. He loves almost all
Cut pepper:s in half lengthother cheeses. too.
wise. Remove seeds. Parboil
He knows cheese is far more in salted boiling water for 8

Stratton

Recoil
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Motor
4••••
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• Low Down Payment

• Easy Budget Terms
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P Laza 3-5617

211) Main

NIAGARA LUMPY—Great big chunks of Lake Erie ire rumble tip to the ortrk ut Nina's
_Val:3 as s a:ra weather loosens the with .r lam. Scene is on knierican site of the river

Make it a Gieat Day for

From home to office. From Rome to Venice. Anywhere, in
fact,
where you are! This printed jersey of 100(-1 Arne! Triacetate
packs easily, unpacks freshly, is a dream to hand-wash. L'Aiglon
shows it here in a graceful dress and *let costume with pretty
accents of grosgrain. Green, white; black/white; beige:white.
Sizes 10 to 20. $25.95.
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PARMESAN CHEESE is sprinkled over pasta shells that
are filled with tasty mixture of salmon and ricotta cheese.
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Jersey travels extensively!

MOSS

opaque nylon
tricot slips
and petticoats
by

• "1-'4';

BEAUTIFUL

•

Drain and flake salmon. Add
ricotta cheese and mix well.
Cook pasta shells in boiling
salted water for 45 rinn, or
until tender. Drain. Rinse with
water to remove excess starch.
Melt butter; blend in flour
and seasonings. Add milk
gradually; cook until thick and
smooth, stirring constantly.
Chop spinach. Add to milk
mixture; blend thoroughly.
Pour spinach sauce into well.
greased shallow baking dish.
—FRI pasta shells with salmon
mixture and arrange in baking
dish over spinach. Sprinkle
with Parmesan cheese.
Bake in mod. oven, 350° F.,
for 30 min. Garnish with parsley. Serves 6.

UNBREAKABLE TINES - TRUE LABOR SAVER!
• Full Year Warranty

to 10 mln. Cool.
Mix cheese with milk, eggs
and seasonings. Fill peppers.
Sprinkle with bread crumbs.
Dot with butter.
•
Bake in 350 F. oven for
15 to 20 min. Serves 4.
SALMON PASTA
1
.oz.i can salmon
1 lb. ricotta or cottage
cheese
12 large -pasta shells
3 qts. boiling water
salt
tb)1 butter or margarine
tssPl
b
3 tbsp. flour
IS tsp. salt
Dash pepper
Dash nutmeg
1 c. milk
1 c. cooked, drained
spinach
r. grated Parmesan
cheese
pwv
t

•

SHEER

LORRAINE—
:Y.

You'll love the glamour-glow oF
new fashion colors in this charming
collection of nylon lovelies. Truly
masterpieces for your collection
. . . all aglow with frosty lace and
misty double.fold nylon sheer.

HOSIERY BY

If

A. Pettir oats in white, pint. navy,
flame, black or beige in small.
Medium and large sizes.. $2.98

you're among the millions of practical,

fashion-ccnsclous women who
looking for leg flattering

are still

beauty
extra long wear in a single pair and
of
nylons, you. haven't tried LivLons!

Delightfully sheer

Stout and extra stout
In white

p'p;rtioned of Mole:

•

$150

•
.•

...a• a*, !, r 4'^ I
F.- s ,71 LivL,
,r6
fs.
45 lay:, !•.:.^1 dee
pu•r •1,115.
,
?•••
f14'4X.(<4•••Y3(4+4),(<4.4
ig.‘r

'3 pairs $435

I"

sizes

$3.98

seamless Livlons

are designed with these two
most:
warted features in mind. They're
new ... they're 'sheer ...
longer-wearing and we have they're
them .
Lielons by C;a4issner,

st' GUARANTEED WEAR AIIIITY

•

B. Slips In white, pink, navy,
or black in sizes
32 to 42 $3.98
flame

we

USITEST
. IO .
.11 '

Extra sizes 44 to 48 in vAite.
'pink, navy or black $4.98 T8l1 sizes 32 to 42 in white or ptnlr $3.98
• RICO 112e3 :2 to el( in

—

$3.98
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